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CONVERGENCE OF SEQUENCES OF REAL FUNCTIONS 
WITH RESPECT TO SMALL SYSTEMS 
JERZY NIEWIAROWSKI 
Small systems were introduced by Riecan [3] and studied by many authors 
(see [2 p. 498], for references). 
In this paper we define the convergence with respect to a small system. In [4] 
Wagner defined the convergence with respect to an a-ideal. We shall study the 
instances when both the convergence with respect to a small system and that 
with respect to a suitable cr-ideal are equivalent. 
Definition 1. Let (X, S) be a measurable space and {/Vr} °̂=, a sequence of 
subfamilies of S such that 
(1) 0ENr for r = l , 2 , ... 
(2) For each positive integer r, there exists a sequence {k^=, of positive 
00 
integers such that EieNk, (i = 1, 2, ...) implies [J E^N,. 
' / = i 
(3) For each positive integer r, if EeNr, F cz E, FeS, then FeNr. 
(4) iV fD/Vr+1 for r = l , 2 , .... 
00 
(5) For each positive integer r, if EeNr, Fe P) TVr, then E\J FeNr. 
r= 1 
The sequence {TVrK°= I satisfying all the above properties will be called a small 
system on S and will be denoted by Jf. 
00 
It is not difficult to verify (see [2, p. 491]) that N = Q Nr is a cr-ideal on S. 
r = 1 
Definition 2. A small system JT will be called upper semicontinuous if and only 
if, for every nonicr easing sequence of the sets {E^f= , the following is true: if there 
00 
exists a positive integer r0 such that Et$Nr (for i' = 1, 2, . . . ) , then f} Et$N. 
i = 1 
Let I be an cr-ideal in an cr-field S. We say that /-almost every point of E a X 
has some property (or that this property holds /-almost everywhere, in ab-
breviation Z-a.e., on E) if and only if the set of points in .Eat which this property 
does not hold belongs to the cr-ideal I. 
Definition 3. We say that a sequence {fn}^= i of S-measurable functions defined 
on X converges with respect to I to an S-measurable function f defined on X if and 
333 
only if each subsequence {ft)n,_\ of {/,}* , contains a subsequence {f, }* , 
converging to f I-a.e. on X. We shall use the notation f • f 
n -* x 
Definition 4. Let Jr be a small system on S and {/}*_ i a sequence of S-measur-
able functions defined on X. We assume that ilie functions f and/, (n = 1, 2, ...) 
are N-a.e. finite f where N = Q Nr J. We say that {fn}n= \ converges with respect 
to the small system Jf to an S measurable function f defined on X if and only if, 
for each £ > 0 and for each positive integer m, there exists a positive integer nr M 
such that, for each positive integer n _ nf m, the set 
{x:\f,Ax)-f(x)\_£}eNm. 
We shall use the notation f > f 
t - > 00 
We say that two S-measurable functions f and g are equivalent if and only if 
f-g vanishes N-a.e. on X. 
It is not difficult to observe that both the limit with respect to the small system 
JV and that with respect to the cr-ideal N are determined up to equivalent 
functions. In the above definitions we can also suppose that all funct ions / and 
fare defined only N-a.e. on X (see definition 1(5)). 
From now on, we shall use only the properties (1)—(4) from definition 1. We 
shall assume that all func t ions / , , /under consideration are S-measurable and 
N-a.e. finite ( N = f] Nr). 
R e m a r k 1. I f / = / f o r every n, t h e n / • / . I f / — • / , then, for 
П + 0 0 
each subsequence {/ }*= , of {fn}n_ ,, we h a v e / — • / 
m m m -» oo 
Lemma 1. Let Jf be a small system; then there exists a sequence {k(}*_, of 
positive integers such that, if E,eNkr then [J EieNnfor each positive integer n. 
i = n 
P r o o f . For each positive integer/ there exists a sequence {k\j)}f=\ of pos-
oo 
itive integers such that, if E,eN 0), then \^j E^eNj. Let k, = maxk,^, E{eNk, 
i=\ J=' 
i = 1, 2, .... If i = n, then k, = k\
n\ hence EfeN (n) and ( j K,GN„. 
' i = n 
Theorem I. If a sequence {J„}^= i of functions converges on X with respect to 
a small system Jr to a function f then there exists a subsequence {fn)T= i °f{fn}^= \ 
converging to f N-a.e. on X. 
P r o o f . L e t ^ = {x; |f(x)l = +oo}, ^ = {x ; | / (x) | = + oo}, C - A u Q AnJ 
n — 1 
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En(£x) = {xeX — C; \fn(x) — f(x)\ = e)9 where {£,)?= i is a sequence of positive 
numbers converging on 0. There exists a sequence {n,)?= , such that Erii(sl)eNk, 
where {kt)f_ , is a sequence from Lemma 1, and ni+] > nx for i = 1, 2, .... Let us 
00 00 
put £, = £„(£,), -R„ = U £,, 2 = 0 ^ - fiy Lemma 1, the sets Rn belong to Nn 
i = n n = 1 
for rz = 1,2,.... We assume that Q$N. There exists an n0 such that Q$Nn, but 
RnoeNnQ9 Q cz /J and QeS9 so QeNno — a contradiction. Hence QeN. If 
x0eX — (Q u C), then there exists an i0 such that |/.(x0) — /(x0)l <
 £i f° r e a c h 
positive integer i ^ /0. Since Qu CeN, we obtain that/ , • /N-a.e. on X. 
Theorem 2. If a sequence {fn}n= \ of functions defined on X converges to f with 
respect to a small system Jr9 then this sequence converges to f with respect to the 
00 
o-ideal N = p | Nr. 
r= 1 
Proof. By Remark 1, each subsequence {fnJ^=\ of {fn}n = ] converges with 
respect to the small system Jf tofand, by Theorem 1, there exists a subsequence 
{Lm}^= i of {fnJ%= i converging to/N-a .e . on X, s o / ~^* f 
Theorem 3. Let Jf be an upper semicontinuous small system. If a sequence 
{fn}n = \ of functions defined on X converges to f N-a.e. on X, then {fn}n=x 
converges on f with respect to the small system Jf. 
Proof. Let C be defined as in the proof of Theorem 1, B = {x\ 
fn(x) —r—> f(x)}9 Q = £ u C. Of course, QeN. 
n —• oo 
We have defined the sets Ek(s) = {x; \fk(x) — f(x)\ ^ e} for k = 1, 2, ... and 
oo oo 
each positive s. Let Rn(s) = ( J Ek(e)9 M(e)= Q Rn(e). If x0iQ9 then 
k=n n=\ 
lim fk(x0) = /C
xo) a n d there exists a positive integer n such that, for each 
k-> oo 
positive k = n9 \fk(x0) — f(x0)| < e. Hence x0$Rn(8) and x0$M'9so M a Q. We 
obtain that MeN because MeS and QeN. 
Now suppose that the sequence {fn}n = \ does not converge to /wi th respect 
to Jf. There exist a positive e0 and a positive integer ra0 such that, for every 
positive integer i, there exists a positive integer /c, ̂  i such that Eki(s0)$NmQ. 
Hence i^.(£b) <£ N„,o for i = 1, 2, .... The sequence {/ .̂(^b)},
0! i is a nonincreasing 
sequence of sets and the small system Jf is upper semicontinuous, therefore 
M£N, which is a contradiction. We obtain t h a t / • / 
n —> oo 
Lemma 2. / / / o r cacT. subsequence {/„}£=, 0/{/„}"= i> t/tere exisfs a .W0.K?-
aucnce {/%}»_ , of {fnJ%= , such t h a t / % •-£--> / tAe«/ - ^ / 
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Proof . Suppose that the sequence {/}^_ i does not converge to / w i t h 
respect to A~. Then there exist £0 > 0 and a positive integer m0 such that, for 
each positive integer /, there exists a positive integer n, > i such that 
By our assumption, there exists a subsequence {/," }?_ , of {fn}n , convergent to 
j with respect to Jr. Then there exists some pr „ such that {A: 
l/%(*) - / M l = ^o}eNWo for p __ p,o WQ, a contradiction. 
Theorem 4. L^t «yV bt? arz upper semicontinuous small system If a secpience 
00 
{fn}„= ] converges to f with respect to an o-ideal N = P) N,, thpIz {/}^_ , conver-
r= 1 
ges to f with respect to the small system J/\ 
A' 
Proof . Suppose that fn —*—• f; then there exists a subsequence {/ }*_ , 
with no subsequence converging to / with respect to .V. By Theorem 3, no 
subsequence {/ }̂ °_, converges t o / N - a . e . — a contradiction. 
Corollary 1. I/ ^V is an upper semicontinuous small system, then both the 
convergence with respect to a small system A" and that with respect to a o-ideal 
oo 
N = p | Nr are equivalent. 
r = 1 
R e m a r k 2. If A" is not upper semicontinuous, then the above-
mentioned convergences are not equivalent. The convergence with respect to an 
X 
cr-ideal N = Q Nr does not imply that with respect to J \ 
r= 1 
Proof . By the assumption there exists a nonincreasing sequence {£,};_, of 
sets belonging to S and, for this sequence, there exists a positive integer r0 such 
00 
that, for each positive integer /, E^Nr and Q E,eN. Let us put f(x) = XE(x) 
/ - I 
andf(x) = 0 for xe X. If x$ f] En thenf(x) — - + f(x). Hencef(x) - ^ - > f(x) 
i = \ ~~* ~* 
N-a.e. on X, s o / • / . Since, for each /, {x: \f(x) — / ( A ) | __ s} = E,$N-
/ - > 00 ' 
where s > 0, therefore/ —*—• / 
/-»• 00 
OC OC 
R e m a r k 3. Let Jr, Jr' be small systems such that N = Q Nr = Q N'r. 
r = \ r - \ 
The convergence with respect to Jr need not be equivalent to the convergence 
with respect to Jr'. 
Proof . Let (X ,S,m) be a measurable space with the finite measure m. We 
put Nr = \EeS: m(E) <-\ for r = 1, 2 , . . . . The convergence with respect to J' 
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is the convergence in measure m. The set IV = Q Nr is the cr-ideal of sets of null 
r = 1 
measure. Let Nr = IVfor r = 1, 2, .... The convergence with respect to Jf' is the 
uniform convergence almost everywhere on X (i.e. there exists a set A eN such 
that/ , =->/on X — A). It is easy to show when the convergences with respect to 
the different small systems are equivalent. For this reason, we recall the follow-
ing definitions and theorems (see [2, p. 492—493]). 
x 
Definition [2]. Let Jf, Jt be two small systems on S and N = f} Nr, 
r= 1 
x 
M = P) Mr. We say that Jf is the absolutely continuous system with respect to 
r = 1 
Jt if and only if, for each positive integer r, there exists a positive integer nr such 
that if EeMn, then EeNr. We use the notation Jf <̂  eJt. We say that Jf is 
predominated by a system Jt if and only ifM c N. We use the notation Jf <| Jt. 
Theorem [2]. If Jf < eJt, then Jf <Jt. 
Theorem [2]. Let Jf', Jt be two small systems on S. If Jf is the upper 
semicontinuous system, then the following conditions are equivalent 
(1) Jf <eJt 
(2) Jf < Jt. 
Example 1. Let Nr be the family of all measurable subsets of the set 
I J (n , n H ) for r = 1, 2, .... Let Mr be the family of all measurable 
„Y, \ r + 3/ 
00 / 1 \ subsets of the set I I [n , n ) for r = 1, 2, .... 
„V, V r + 3 / 
X X 
The sequences {Nr} and {Mr} are small systems such that P)iV r= f°) Mr, but 
r = 1 r = 1 
Jf is not absolutely continuous with respect to Jt and Jt is not absolutely 
continuous with respect to Jf. 
Theorem 5. Let Jf andJt be two small systems. The convergences with respect 
to these systems are equivalent if and only if Jf <^ eJt and Jt <? eJf. 
Proof. Let there exist for each positive integer m a positive integer nm 
such that if EeMn , then EeNm. L e t / ——• / then, for each € > 0 and for 
m rt —> X 
each positive integer m, there exists a positive integer nEm such that 
{x: \f„(x) -f(x)\ ^ e}eM„m, for n ^ n^m, 
so {x: \fn(x) -f(x)\ £ e}eNm and/, - ^ f 
n —* x 
Now we suppose that Jf is not absolutely continuous with respect to Jt. 
Then there exists a positive integer n0 such that for each positive integer n there 
exists a set En such that EneMn and En$N„o. Le t / (x) = XEn(x),f(x) = 0 and 
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0 < £ < 1. We observe that for each n [x: \f„(x) —f(x)\ = e} = E„$N„Q and 
/ —^—* / but for each positive integer m there exists nm = m such that for 
n = nm{x: \f„(x) -f(x)\ = e}eMm and/ — ^ / 
n —• o o 
Corollary 2. If Jf is not predominated by Ji, then the convergence with respect 
to Ji does not imply the convergence with respect to Jf. 
Corollary 3. If Jr, Ji are upper semicontinuous small systems such that 
00 00 
P) Nr = Pi Mr, then the convergences with respect to these systems are equiv-
r=*h\ 
alent. 
Corollary 4. If N is an o-ideal, Nr = N for r = 1, 2, ... and „ V is upper 
00 
semicontinuous, andJi is a small system such that p ) Mr = N, then Ji is an upper 
r-= 1 
semicontinuous system and the convergences with respect to those systems are 
equivalent. 
Let [f] denote the class of all S-measurable real functions equivalent t o / a n d 
3R denotes the family of these classes of equivalence. 
Definition 5. We say that a sequence {[/]}*= i of elements 9K converges to 
A' 
[f] e 9CR with respect to the small system Jr (ubbr. [/.] • [/]) if and only if 
n —> oc 
A' 
fn >f 
n -* oo 
Theorem 6. The space 9JJ is equipped with the Frechet topology generated by 
the convergence with respect to a small system Jr. 
Proof . By Remark 1, Lemma2 and Definition5 the space 9JJ equipped 
with the convergence with respect to Jf is an L*-space ([1, p. 90]). We shall show 
that the following condition is fulfilled. By Definition 5 we can formulate this 
condition for representatives of suitable classes of equivalence. 
A" Ar 
If'/• • / a n d / , , — — • / for7 = 1, 2, ..., then there exist two sequences 
of positive integers \jp}f=u {np}™= i such t h a t / ^ - j ^ f 
If the above-mentioned L*-space fulfils this condition, then it is equipped 
with tiie Frechet topology generated by the convergence with respect to yV. 
For each positive integer/?, there exists positive integers k^ and k2
(/7) such that 
if ExeN (,), E2EN ^ , then Ex u E2eND. 
k\ k2 F 
For each positive integer/?, there exists a positive integer jp such that, for each 
positive integer j=jp9 \
x : l / (x) ~ / ( x ) l = — \eNk<p>-
 W e m a y assume that 
JP+j>Jpforp= 1,2,.... 
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For each positive integer p, there exists a positive integer np such that, for each 
positive integer n = npAx: \f n(x) -f (x)\ =—\eN(p). We may assume that 
I p p 2p) k2 
np+, > np for p = 1, 2, .... Let s> 0 and m a positive integer. Let us put 
pem = max! - + l ,ra); then, for each p ^pem, we have the following in­
clusions: 
{x: \fip,„p{x) -f{x)\ ^ e} cz {*: \fjp,„p{x) -f{x)\ ^ - j c 
- [v: |/J,(x) - f ( x ) | ^ ± J u | x : ^ ( x ) - f , ( * ) | ^ ^ } . 
The last set belongs to Np, thus it belongs to Nm. 
The sets {x: \f n (x) — f(x)\ = s) belong to jYm for p = pem because they are 
subsets of sets belonging to Nm. 
Since the above-mentioned condition is fulfilled, the proof is completed. 
Corollary 5. Let S be the class of sets having the Baire property and N the class 
of sets of the first category; then there is no upper semicontinuous small system 
oo 
such that N = f]Nr. 
r= 1 
Proof. Suppose that there exists such a small system. Then the conver­
gence with respect to it is equivalent to the convergence with respect to an 
cr-ideal IV and generates the Frechet topology, a contradiction (see [4, p. 93]). 
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CXOДИMOCTЬ ПO MAЛЫX CИCTEMAX 
ПOCЛEДOBATEЛЬHOCTИ ДEЙCTBИTEЛЬHЫX ФУHKЦИЙ 
Jerzy Niewiarowski 
Peзюмe 
B этoй paбoтe ввeдeнo пoнятиe cxoдимocти пo мaлыx cиcтeмax. Дoкaзaнo, чтo cxoдимocть 
пo мaлыx cиcтeмax и cxoдимocть пo cooтвeтcтвyющeм c-идeaлe эквивaлeнтны в слyчae 
пoлyнeпpepывнoй свepxy мaлoй систeмы. 
Дaльшe paссмaтpивaeтся пpoстpaнствo ЯЯ всex клaссoв эквивaлeнтнoсти S-измepимыx 
дeйствитeльныx фyнкций. Дoкaзывaeтся, чтo сxoдимoсть пo мaлыx систeмax пpeoбpaжaer 
этo пpoстpaнствo в тoпoлoгичeскoe пpoстpaнствo. 
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